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ABSTRACT: Riming is an efficient process of converting liquid cloud water into ice and plays an important role in the

formation of precipitation in cold clouds. Due to the rapid increase in ice particle mass, riming enhances the particle’s

terminal velocity, which can be detected by ground-based vertically pointing cloud radars if the effect of vertical air motions

can be sufficiently mitigated. In our study, we first revisit a previously published approach to relate the radar meanDoppler

velocity (MDV) to rime mass fraction (FR) using a large ground-based in situ dataset. This relation is then applied to

multiyear datasets of cloud radar observations collected at four European sites covering polluted central European, clean

maritime, and Arctic climatic conditions. We find that riming occurs in 1%–8% of the nonconvective ice containing clouds

with median FR between 0.5 and 0.6. Both the frequency of riming and FR reveal relatively small variations for different

seasons. In contrast to previous studies, which suggested enhanced riming for clean environments, our statistics indicate the

opposite; however, the differences between the locations are overall small. We find a very strong relation between the

frequency of riming and temperature. While riming is rare at temperatures lower than2128C, it strongly increases toward

08C. Previous studies found a very similar temperature dependence for the amount and droplet size of supercooled liquid

water, which might be closely connected to the riming signature found in this study. In contrast to riming frequency, we find

almost no temperature dependence for FR.
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1. Introduction

Riming denotes the collision and accretion of supercooled

liquid water (SLW) drops onto ice particles in clouds. Besides

depositional growth and aggregation, riming is one of the key

precipitation formation processes. Riming is a fast and efficient

process that enhances the mass of ice particles by converting

SLW directly into ice. One central effect of riming is the en-

hancement of ice particle terminal velocity due an increasing

particle density. Theoretical as well as observational studies

showed that while the total particle mass increases due to the

added frozen drops, the cross-sectional area remains relatively

constant (Heymsfield 1982; Morrison and Grabowski 2008;

Jensen and Harrington 2015; Erfani and Mitchell 2017; Seifert

et al. 2019). The particle size begins to increase due to riming

once the ice structure becomes sufficiently filled in with rimed

ice. This increase in mass and fall speed leads to an overall

increased precipitation flux (Colle et al. 2014; Grazioli et al.

2015). Depending on the climatic region, riming can contribute

substantially to the total snowfall mass on the ground. Typical

values for this contribution have been found to be 30%–40% in

the Sierra Nevada (Mitchell et al. 1990), 5%–40% in southern

Finland (Moisseev et al. 2017), and more than 50% in Japan

(Harimaya and Sato 1989).

Riming also plays a key role for secondary ice processes such

as rime splintering (Hallett and Mossop 1974) or ice–ice col-

lisions (Field et al. 2017). A strong relation between the effi-

ciency of riming and the size of the supercooled droplets has

been found in several observational studies (Borys et al. 2003;

Lowenthal et al. 2011). The drop size must be larger than

10mm for the supercooled drops to efficiently collide and

freeze onto the ice particles (Wang and Ji 2000). On one hand,

this relation implies a possible link between global aerosol

concentrations and precipitation (Lohmann 2004). For the

same amount of liquid water, a higher aerosol concentration

would cause the average droplet size to decrease thus lowering

their efficiency to rime. On the other hand, due to the link

between droplet size and riming, any observational technique

which is able to detect riming, might also be useful for detec-

tion of aircraft icing conditions. Unfortunately, no observa-

tional statistics of the presence and intensity of riming in

different climatic regions are currently available.

During recent years, modeling of riming has made sig-

nificant progress. New developments range from detailed

process simulations (Leinonen and Szyrmer 2015; Seifert

et al. 2019) to explicit modeling the evolution of ice habit

due to riming (Jensen and Harrington 2015) and new ap-

proaches for bulk models to represent the continuous na-

ture of riming rather than the common artificial sorting of

ice in predefined classes (Morrison and Milbrandt 2015). Also
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modern ground-based in situ sensors provide an automatic

classification of the rimed particles (Garrett and Yuter 2014;

Praz et al. 2017) and derivation of their rime mass fraction

(Moisseev et al. 2017).

To better understand riming inside clouds, radar remote

sensing techniques have been investigated with respect to their

information content related to riming. Polarimetric radar ap-

proaches are mainly based on the changing particle shape and

density due to riming (Kumjian et al. 2014, 2016; Li et al. 2018;

Schrom and Kumjian 2018). Recent studies (Vogel and Fabry

2018; Li et al. 2018) show that the polarimetric signatures

caused by riming are weaker than the variability of polari-

metric variables between different cases. An explanation for

the overall weak polarimetric signals due to riming might be

that the shape of rimed ice and aggregates changes in a similar

way during their growth. In addition, rimed particles can be

assumed to be often mixed with other ice particles in the same

radar volume (Kalesse et al. 2016), which can cause the polari-

metric signature to be obscured. However, riming can be indi-

rectly detected by polarimetric radars, for example when rimed

particles are involved in secondary ice processes, such as rime

splintering (Sinclair et al. 2016; Giangrande et al. 2016; Kumjian

and Lombardo 2017). Combinations of multiple radar frequen-

cies have recently been found to be sensitive to riming (Kneifel

et al. 2015); however, their quantitative use is currently under

investigation (Leinonen et al. 2018; Mason et al. 2018).

When pointing Doppler radars vertically, the presence of

rimed particles can be detected by their increased terminal

velocity. For unrimed snowflakes generated by aggregation,

the effect of increasing mass at larger sizes on terminal velocity

is mostly compensated by the additional drag caused by the

larger cross-sectional area exposed to the airflow. In situ and

radar observations clearly show that larger snowflakes fall

with a terminal velocity (assuming surface pressure conditions)

of around 1m s21 almost independent of size (Zawadzki et al.

2001). Larger fall velocities exceeding, for example, values of

1.5m s21 can be reliably assigned to riming as long as melting

and vertical air motions can be excluded. The first approach of

deriving a quantitative relation between riming and radar

Doppler velocity was presented byMosimann (1995). Based on

in situ samples of ice particles collected on a mountain slope

and observations with a vertically pointing X-band radar op-

erated in the valley, Mosimann (1995) derived a relation of an

empirically defined scale of the degree of riming and the

measured Doppler velocity. Using observational relations be-

tween the degree of riming and rime mass fraction for different

ice particle habits (Mosimann et al. 1994), theDoppler velocity

can be linked to the rime mass fraction of the particles (Lin

et al. 2011). The method is, however, limited to nonconvective

clouds as an implicit assumption of this techniques is that the

measured Doppler velocity is identical to the terminal fall ve-

locity of the particles. While random air motions due to turbu-

lence and gravity waves can be successfully removed by temporal

averaging, more temporally persistent up- and downdrafts as

caused, for example, by convective systems or orographic flow

cannot be reliably corrected for.

In this study, we first revisit Mosimann’s pioneering ap-

proach to link Doppler velocities and riming in section 2. For

this, we utilize long-term in situ observations of ice and snow

particles at the ground collected at a site in Finland (Moisseev

et al. 2017; von Lerber et al. 2017). Based on the derived ice and

snow particle properties, their associated mean radar Doppler

velocity are simulated which allows us to relate them to mea-

sured rime mass fractions (defined as ratio between rime mass

and total particle mass). Our new relations are thus based on a

more robust basis of observed snowfall events but also provide

relations for widely used cloud radar frequencies [X, Ka, andW

bands while only X band is provided in Mosimann (1995)]. We

apply the new relations to multiyear radar observations pro-

cessed with the CloudNet algorithm (Illingworth et al. 2007)

from fourEuropean sites including one site located in theArctic.

Statistics of the derived riming frequency and rimemass fraction

are analyzed in section 3 with respect to their seasonal depen-

dence and relation to in-cloud temperature. A discussion of the

results and a summary of the main findings is given in section 4.

2. Data and methods

a. Revisited mean Doppler velocity–riming relation

There are several approaches that are used to quantify riming of

ice particles. Following (Mosimann et al. 1994), the degree of

riming is often used to describe the impact of accreted water

droplets on the visual appearance of ice particles (Garrett and

Yuter 2014; Praz et al. 2017). In numerical weather prediction

models, the rime mass fraction, which defines the fraction of total

particle mass gained by riming is preferred (Morrison and

Milbrandt 2015).Moisseev et al. (2017) have used the observations

of particle size distribution andmass as derived fromground-based

precipitation video imager observations (von Lerber et al. 2017) to

derive a proxy for the rime mass fraction. Assuming that the re-

lation of massm andmaximum particle sizeDmax follows a power

law and its exponent b is constant, the rime mass fraction (FR) is

related to the prefactor a as (Moisseev et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018):

m5aDb
max 5

a
us

12FR
Db

max , (1)

where mus 5ausD
b
max is the reference mass–dimensional rela-

tion for unrimed snowflakes. This relation can either be se-

lected from literature (Mason et al. 2018), for example, by

using the relation by Brown and Francis (1995), or using a

statistical approach (Moisseev et al. 2017). Assuming that ob-

served particles with the lowest 5%density values are unrimed,

Moisseev et al. (2017) have derived the following mus(Dmax)

relation:

m
us
5 0:0053D2:05

max. (2)

Note that mus is assumed to be in grams and Dmax in centi-

meters. There are several ways how FR can be estimated from

the in situ observations. Moisseev et al. (2017) matched mea-

sured and computed mean ensemble density of snowflakes,

while Li et al. (2018) have adjusted FR to match equivalent

radar reflectivity factors. Although the resulting FR are very

similar (Li et al. 2018), the main difference of the methods is

that snowflakes of different sizes are weighted differently in the

regression process. To be consistent with a definition of FR,
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which is commonly used in microphysical schemes, we derive

FR as follows:

FR5 12
IWC

us

IWC
5 12

ð

m
us
(D

max
)N(D

max
) dD

max
ð

m(D
max

)N(D
max

) dD
max

. (3)

Here, IWC is the ice water content and the integration is

implemented as a summation over in situ measured N(Dmax)

and m(Dmax). Rather than using a power-law fit to measured

m(Dmax), we use mean particle masses for a given size. The

snowflake masses were retrieved as described in von Lerber

et al. (2017), where dependence of particle terminal fall ve-

locity on mass, size, and shape Mitchell and Heymsfield (2005)

was used to retrieve ice particle masses.

Mosimann (1995) used observations of vertically pointing

X-band Doppler radar in combination with Formvar replicas of

ice particles on a mountain slope to derive a relation between

and empirically defined degree of riming and mean Doppler

velocity (MDV). The observations were taken in the Swiss Alps

at 1.5 km above sea level. Therefore, to be applicable at other

altitudes, a correction for air density is needed. Furthermore, the

derived relation can only be applied to radar measurements at

X band. It is expected that for cloud radars the connection be-

tween MDV and FR will be different due to the increasing im-

pact of non-Rayleigh scattering at higher frequencies.

We derive the FR–MDV relation from data collected in

Finland during two winter periods of the years 2013/14 and

2014/15. The MDV as it would be measured at a certain alti-

tude with the air density r can be computed from the surface

snowfall observations as

MDV5

�

r
0

r

�0:4

ð

y(D
max

)s
l
(D

max
)N(D

max
) dD

max
ð

s
l
(D

max
)N(D

max
)dD

max

, (4)

where r0 is the air density at the mean sea level. The depen-

dence of MDV on radar wavelength l is a result of the wave-

length dependence of the radar cross section sl(Dmax). Similar

to Eq. (3), the computations are carried out by using PSD

and particle fall velocity as measured by the video imager

(Newman et al. 2009; von Lerber et al. 2017). In recent studies

(e.g., Tyynelä et al. 2011; Leinonen et al. 2012; Kneifel et al.

2016; Falconi et al. 2018; Schrom and Kumjian 2018), it was

shown that the soft-spheroid ice particle model and corre-

sponding T-matrix scattering computations may lead to sig-

nificant errors. To avoid these errors, the single particle

scattering datasets of Leinonen and Szyrmer (2015), Leinonen

andMoisseev (2015), and Tyynelä and von Lerber (2019) were

used. These datasets were combined in a lookup table of par-

ticle scattering properties as a function of m and Dmax. For a

givenm andDmax, the backscattering cross section is estimated

by using linear interpolation in the log-log space. The results of

these computations are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the MDV of

the Mosimann relation (Mosimann 1995; Lin et al. 2011) was

converted to the mean sea level equivalent MDV.

The relation between FR and MDV was approximated by a

fourth-degree polynomial of the form

FR5p
1
MDV4

1p
2
MDV3

1p
3
MDV2

1 p
4
MDV1p

5
. (5)

The coefficients p1 to p5 of the fit are given in Table 1. As can be

seen in Fig. 1, the polynomial fit for X band is quite similar to

the original Mosimann relation. At higher frequencies, the

differences increase and our new fit results in higher FR values

for the same MDV.

At MDV between 0 and 1m s21, there is an intrinsic ambi-

guity between terminal fall velocity and FR, which also ex-

plains the relatively big spread of derived FR in this region. In

this velocity region, the terminal velocity of unrimed aggre-

gates still increases with size which means that a large unrimed

aggregate may have a similar velocity as a small heavily rimed

FIG. 1. (top) The relation between the rime mass fraction (FR) and mean Doppler velocity (MDV) computed for (a) X, (b) Ka, and

(c) W bands. Also included are the polynomial fits (blue solid line) and Lin et al. (2011) modification of the Mosimann (1995) relation

(red dashed line). (bottom) Residuals of the FR–MDV polynomial fits. Coefficients for the polynomial fits are provided in Table 1.
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crystal (Li et al. 2018). Given that the definition of unrimed

particles and corresponding mass–dimensional relation is sta-

tistical, the negative values of FR appear in cases where ob-

served ice particle masses are smaller than defined by Eq. (2).

At velocities around 2 to 2.5m s21, the FR–MDV relation

seems to reach saturation. Although the two winter periods

contain a number of graupel cases, their relative frequency is

low and the dataset is dominated by lightly to moderately

rimed particles. Another reason for the saturation might be the

fact that the amount of rime mass has to strongly grow in order

to further increase FR. As a result, even if MDV is strongly

increasing due to added rimedmass, the effect on already large

FR might be small.

b. Application to long-term CloudNet datasets

The new FR–MDV relation has been applied to ground-

based remote sensing data processed with the CloudNet algorithm

(Illingworth et al. 2007). The CloudNet data products contain the

original cloud radar moments as well as a derived classification

(e.g., clear sky, ice, rain, melting ice) stored on a regular grid

(usually 30 s in time and 30m in the vertical) in a standardized

data format. In addition, the CloudNet products also incor-

porate thermodynamic variables such as temperature, pres-

sure, or wind, which are taken from weather prediction model

analysis. As discussed in the introduction, Mosimann’s ap-

proach requires that the measured MDV are similar to the ice

particle terminal velocities and that the contribution of vertical

air motions is negligible. The most common reasons for such

vertical motions are orographically induced, wavelike wind

patterns, turbulent motions and gravity waves, and up- and

downdrafts caused by convection. We will describe in the fol-

lowing how we processed and filtered the data to minimize the

impact of vertical winds.

For our study, we selected four CloudNet sites from central

and northern Europe (Table 2). Sites which might be strongly

affected by their surrounding orography have been excluded in

order to avoid biases in the retrieved FR due to persistent up-

or downward motions. For central Europe, we use data from

the Meteorological Observatory of the German Weather

Service in Lindenberg (LIN; Görsdorf et al. 2015) and the

Jülich Observatory for Cloud Evolution [JOYCE (JUE);

Löhnert et al. 2015], which provide multiyear and almost

continuous data records. While LIN and JUE can be seen as a

representation of polluted, continental European conditions,

the observations from Mace Head (MHE; Preißler et al. 2016)

at the west coast of Ireland provide data for a very clean,

maritime environment. Finally, the shorter dataset available

from Sodankylä (SOD; Hirsikko et al. 2014), allows a com-

parison of midlatitude to Arctic conditions.

The processing of the vertically pointing cloud radar data

starts with the definition of an averaging box which was chosen

to be 20min in time and 100m in the vertical (corresponding to

about 3 radar range gates and 40 samples in time). At least 80%

of the data contained in each box are required to be classified

as ice cloud or mixed-phase cloud; only clear-sky data are ac-

cepted for the remaining 20%. The temperatures inside the box

are also required to be entirely below 08C—an additional

filter criterion that is somewhat redundant as temperature is

also one component of CloudNet’s ice/liquid classification.

Nevertheless, we keep the temperature criterion for unlikely

cases of a CloudNet misclassification. The radar and ther-

modynamic data are then averaged for each box. Our aver-

aging time of 20min is close to the 25min used in Mosimann

(1995) and has been shown to be an optimal trade-off be-

tween sufficient temporal resolution and elimination of high-

frequency random air motions due to turbulence or gravity

waves in ice clouds (Protat and Williams 2011).

Vertical air motions due to convection aremore problematic

as their up- and downdrafts cannot be assumed to cancel out

within our 20-min averaging window. Following the approach

discussed and tested by Mosimann (1995), we calculate a

convection index k which characterizes the variability of MDV

within a certain time window:

k5
jMDV(z)2MDV(z)j

MDV(z)
. (6)

Here MDV(z) is the mean Doppler velocity in the original

temporal resolution and MDV(z) is the average Doppler

TABLE 1. Coefficients of the FR–MDV polynomial fit [Eq. (5)]

for X, Ka, and W bands shown in Fig. 1, and additionally for Ku

band and frequencies where all rimed particles can be assumed to

scatter in the Rayleigh regime (e.g., C or S band). Positive MDV

are assumed for motions toward the radar.

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

Rayleigh 20.0528 0.2927 20.6125 1.056 20.4691

X band 0.0095 20.1412 0.4669 20.0567 20.0725

Ku band 20.0915 0.524 21.109 1.518. 20.6199

Ka band 0.0791 20.5965 1.362 20.5525 20.0514

W band 0.0961 20.6073 1.032 0.2212 20.4358

TABLE 2. Overview of location and data periods used from four selected CloudNet sites. The radar data used by CloudNet have been

collected at all sites with similar Ka-band cloud radar systems (Görsdorf et al. 2015). Data availability is defined as ratio of time periods

with valid CloudNet data to the total time period.

Jülich (JUE) Lindenberg (LIN) Mace Head (MHE) Sodankylä (SOD)

Latitude 50.918N 52.218N 53.338N 67.378N

Longitude 6.418E 14.128E 9.908W 26.628E

Altitude (MSL) 111m 104m 16m 171m

Years analyzed 2010–18 2007–18 2009–18 2012–14

Data availability 69% 79% 42% 48%
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velocity in the box. If we assign positive MDV to motions to-

ward the radar, negative k values indicate updraft regions.

Following the suggestions by Mosimann (1995), we exclude all

boxes which comprise mean k values which are negative or

larger than 0.2. We also tested the sensitivity of our results

when filtering our datasets with a more restrictive k of 0.1 or a

more relaxed value of 0.4 and found only small changes in our

statistics. Our explanation for this low sensitivity of our results

to the convection filter is that our dataset is mainly dominated

by stratiform clouds and only a small portion (larger during

summer) is affected by convection. Also, if the convection is

only moderate, we can assume that the cancellation of up- and

downward motion is still sufficient to not severely disturb the

riming signal.

Before applying the MDV–FR relation to the dataset, we

have to correct theMDV to surface pressure conditions. This is

needed as the MDV–FR relation has been derived at the

ground and is hence only valid for average surface pressure.

Due to lower air density higher up in the atmosphere, the ice

particles will fall with a larger terminal velocity than close to

the surface. This is also true for the original MDV–degree of

riming relation presented in Mosimann (1995) which is only

valid for a height of 1500m MSL. To correct the MDV(z)

measured at various heights z and pressure levels p(z) to sur-

face pressure level ps we applied the correction suggested in

Heymsfield et al. (2013), which was also used in Eq. (4):

MDV
s
(z)5MDV(z)

�

p(z)

p
s

�0:4

. (7)

The average surface pressure ps assumed for the derivation of

the MDV–FR relation is 1000 hPa; MDVs(z) is the pressure

corrected mean Doppler velocity.

An example for the derived FR after all filtering and aver-

aging steps have been applied is shown in Fig. 2. In this winter

case observed at the JUE site, the melting layer is close to the

surface. Note, that the radar data are plotted with the original

resolution as stored in CloudNet (30 s, 30m). The FR shown as

black contour lines in Fig. 2b coincides with the larger area of

enhancedMDV between 0500 and 0700 UTC at altitudes up to

2 km. Interestingly, the region of these enhanced MDV does

not correspond to the area of enhanced reflectivities found

later between 0800 and 1000 UTC. Although one can expect

more dense particles to produce also larger reflectivities, the

example shown in Fig. 2 clearly shows that this is not neces-

sarily always the case. Probably, in this case, the reflectivities in

the later period are enhanced by large snowflakes. This ex-

ample also demonstrates that the applied averaging and fil-

tering methods successfully exclude more ambiguous regions

from the FR analysis, such as the rapidly changing positive and

negative MDV in the upper part of the cloud (indicated as

black diamonds in Fig. 2b).

3. Results and discussion

a. Riming at different sites and seasons

Before looking specifically into statistics of riming, we first

analyze the seasonal occurrence frequency of all ice clouds at

the different sites. We define the frequency of ice clouds as the

number of atmospheric columns (20-min temporal spacing)

which contain at least one box with ice or mixed-phase clouds

normalized by the total number of columns (also including,

e.g., clear-sky periods). This means that our ice cloud fre-

quency does include nonprecipitating cirrus as well as precip-

itating systems. Note that analysis boxes which exceed the

convection index k [see Eq. (6)] are not included in this

statistics.

The three midlatitude sites show an ice cloud frequency

between 10% and 40% with a slight minimum during summer

(Fig. 3). At the Arctic site (SOD), the ice cloud frequency

reaches values up to 50% but also shows larger variability. The

larger frequency of ice clouds in the Arctic as well as the av-

erage value of 30% for the midlatitude sites are overall con-

sistent with satellite derived values of ice cloud fraction (e.g.,

Matus and L’Ecuyer 2017). The lower frequency of ice con-

taining columns during summer can be explained by the more

likely presence of pure liquid clouds (e.g., shallow convection,

FIG. 2. (a) Radar reflectivity factor Ze and (b) mean Doppler

velocity MDV of a riming case recorded on 19 Feb 2016 by the

vertically pointing Ka-band cloud radar at JOYCE site (JUE).

Positive MDV values denote motions toward the radar. The radar

data are displayed in the original resolution (30 s, 30m) as available

from CloudNet. The black contour lines in (b) indicate the derived

rime mass fraction using analysis boxes of 20min and 100-m range

(details described in the text). The black diamonds denote boxes

for which the convection parameter k exceeds the thresholds in-

dicating updrafts, convection, or high-turbulence areas.
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boundary layer clouds) simply due to the warmer temperatures

during summer (Fig. 4).

The variability of temperature over the year for the different

sites is likely to affect the frequency of ice clouds but, as will be

shown later, is also related to the frequency of riming. Hence,

we analyzed for all sites the monthly temperature at the lowest

analyzed height (;500m above ground to ensure that the data

are free of ground clutter contamination). The temperature

distributions for JUE and LIN are very similar which is ex-

pected given their similar latitude and central European cli-

matic region (Fig. 4). As expected for a site directly at the

coast, MHE shows much smaller overall temperature vari-

ability and milder temperatures during winter. Temperatures

at the Arctic site are overall colder and constantly below 08C

during winter and early spring. The low temperatures at SOD

explain the high frequency of ice clouds during winter where

the relative ice cloud frequency becomes identical to the total

cloud frequency during that time (not shown).

In the next step, we only consider ice containing columns,

i.e., columns where CloudNet classified at least one box as ice

or mixed phase. For these columns, we determine whether the

FR in at least one box within this column is larger than 0.5

(corresponding to an average mean Doppler velocity exceed-

ing 1.4m s21). The overall likelihood to find rimed particles

with FR exceeding 0.5 in ice containing clouds ranges between

1% and 8% (Fig. 5). There is no common seasonal dependence

of the riming frequency for the different sites. JUE and SOD

show slightly more frequent riming during summer, while

MHE shows the opposite, a minimum of riming frequency in

summer and themaximum being found in winter. MHE reveals

in general the largest seasonal variability of riming frequency.

In contrast, LIN shows an almost constant low frequency of

riming of around 3% throughout the year.

While we focused on the maximum FR in the column for

determining the frequency of riming, we analyze in Fig. 6 also

the distribution of the intensity of riming in terms of FR. We

note again that our statistics of FR are limited to moderate

riming situations with FR in the range between 0.5 and 0.86.

Surprisingly, themedian FR for all sites ranges between 0.5 and

0.6 with very little seasonal variation. Although riming was

found to be less frequent in LIN than in JUE (Fig. 5), the

distribution of FR seems to be overall very similar. Also for

MHE, the strong variations of riming frequency over the year

seem to be only weakly correlated with the seasonal distribu-

tion of FR.

Slightly larger differences between seasons and sites are

found for the extreme FR shown in the 95th percentiles.

Extreme FR up to our maximum retrievable FR of 0.86 are

more frequently found in JUE and LIN than at MHE or SOD.

In JUE and LIN, extreme FR also seem to be less frequent

during autumn and winter. At MHE, FR exceeding 0.8 are

found to be slightly less frequent when compared to JUE and

LIN. At the Arctic site (SOD), we find a more pronounced

seasonal dependence with larger mean and extremes of FR

FIG. 3. Frequency of ice or mixed-phase clouds in the vertical column classified by the CloudNet algorithm (solid

line; left axis) relative to the total number of columns (dashed line; right axis) at JOYCE (JUE), Lindenberg (LIN),

MaceHead (MHE), and Sodankylä (SOD).Note the lower amount of data due to shorter available time periods for

SOD site (see also Table 2).
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during summer and low FR during spring and autumn.

However, the statistics for SOD need to be interpreted with

care due to the much smaller number of data. The weak sea-

sonal dependence of both, the riming frequency and FR for all

sites, might be a result of excluding convective cases for which

much more intense FR can be expected.

b. Dependence of riming on temperature

The relatively weak seasonal dependence found in the pre-

vious section motivated us to investigate the relation of riming

to other relevant variables available in the CloudNet dataset.

Obviously, we expect a close relation of liquid water content

(LWC) and riming. However, riming periods typically occur

during times of precipitation at the surface and therefore the

liquid water path retrieved from the microwave radiometer is

unreliable. Even without any rain or melting particles present,

we would still miss the information about the vertical distri-

bution of liquid water within the cloud. For example, the

ceilometer can only detect the lower boundary of a liquid layer.

Instead, we analyze the observations from all seasons to-

gether whether a relation between riming and temperature can

be found. Although SLW is commonly found down to 2388C,

we expect in general to find SLW more frequent and also in

larger amounts at increasing temperatures (Korolev et al.

2003). Also the number of ice particles is expected to be

smaller at higher temperatures due to increasing aggregation

and lower nucleation rates. A smaller number of ice particles,

which potentially grow at the expense of supercooled droplets

due to theWegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process (e.g., Korolev

2007), further increases the likelihood for SLW. Finally, the

commonly observed increase of reflectivity toward the melting

layer indicates a progressive growth by aggregation. Those

larger snowflakes with their enhanced terminal velocities and

larger cross-sectional area might favor the accretion of super-

cooled droplets.

Similar to the seasonal analysis, we first investigate the

relative frequency of boxes classified as ice or mixed phase as

function of temperature for the different sites regardless of

whether they contain rimed particles (Fig. 7). Within the

temperature range from 218 to 2408C, where we can expect

SLW to coexist with ice particles, we find 10% to 28% of the

boxes filled with ice or mixed-phase clouds. Interestingly, the

differences between the midlatitude sites is again very small,

while the Arctic site shows slightly larger values throughout

the entire temperature range. All sites (except MHE) also

show a small maximum in ice cloud frequency between 258

and 2158C.

The boxes containing ice or mixed-phase particles are then

analyzed with respect to their FR. First, we calculate the fre-

quency of FR exceeding our threshold of 0.5 as done before in

the seasonal analysis. By dividing this number of rimed boxes

by the number of ice and/or mixed-phase boxes for each

temperature bin, we obtain the relative riming frequency as

function of temperature (Fig. 8). At all sites, we find a steep

FIG. 4. Seasonal variation of air temperature (based onmodel analysis fields stored in the CloudNet) at the lowest

analyzed height of 500m above ground for the four sites (site abbreviations as in Fig. 3). The box encloses the

quartiles, with the dash inside the box representing the median and the asterisk being the mean. Whiskers indicate

the 5th and 95th percentiles.
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increase of the frequency of moderate to heavy riming if

temperatures become larger than 2128C. Even at the Arctic

site (SOD), the likelihood to find FR larger than 0.5 at lower

temperatures in nonconvective clouds is below 1%. The

maximum frequency of riming reaches values between 6%

and 14% at a temperature close to 08C. There are small dif-

ferences between the sites with JUE showing the largest

frequency of riming followed by MHE and LIN; the lowest

frequency of riming is found for SOD which also shows a

small plateau around 258C.

The temperature dependence of riming shown in Fig. 8 looks

astonishingly similar to the temperature dependence of the

occurrence of freezing drizzle and rain presented in Cortinas

et al. (2004) (their Fig. 12). It seems quite plausible that the

temperature dependence of riming frequency is strongly re-

lated to the presence of supercooled drizzle or rain. Those

relatively large supercooled drops are much more efficient in

colliding with ice particles and will also cause the riming pro-

cess to be much faster than for the mass equivalent amount of

smaller drops. Besides the more frequent occurrence of larger

supercooled drops at higher temperatures, simulation studies

for the phase transition within mixed-phase clouds also found a

strong temperature dependence of SLW. In Fig. 12a of Pinsky

et al. (2015), the simulated maximum LWC is shown as func-

tion of temperature for different ice number concentrations

varying from 0.5 to 2 L21. The curves show a very steep in-

crease of LWC at2128Cwhich further increases toward higher

temperatures. Also aircraft observations of various kinds of

mixed-phase clouds indicate a strong increase (almost one

order of magnitude) of LWC at temperatures larger than2188C

while ice water contents are relatively constant between 2308

and 228C (see, e.g., Fig. 7 in Korolev et al. 2003).

In addition to the strong temperature dependence of LWC

and droplet size, the size and morphology of the collecting ice

particles also changes with temperature. Riming of single crys-

tals strongly depends on their habit (Jensen and Harrington

2015), which is mainly determined by temperature and su-

persaturation (Bailey and Hallett 2009). Under sufficient

supersaturated conditions, ice particles grow at temperatures

close to2158C preferably into dendritic crystals. Due to their

branched structure, dendrites show an enhanced sticking ef-

ficiency (Connolly et al. 2012), which is assumed to be the

main reason for the frequently observed rapid increase in

aggregation and mean particle size at this temperature (e.g.,

Barrett et al. 2019; Dias Neto et al. 2019; among others). As

aggregates tend to be more efficient in riming than single

crystals (Lew et al. 1986; Wang and Ji 2000), this enhance-

ment of aggregation close to 2158C might be an additional

factor for the rapidly increasing riming frequency.

Considering the increase of LWC and droplet size with

higher temperatures, we might also expect FR to be more in-

tense at rising temperatures. We investigate this aspect in

Fig. 9, where we look at average and percentiles of FR for

temperatures above 2128C (lower temperatures have been

excluded because the number of cases with FR . 0.5 are very

few). Surprisingly, FR is fairly constant across the temperature

range with median values between 0.5 and 0.6. Even the ex-

treme FR (95th percentiles) seem not to show an increase with

FIG. 5. Frequency of riming (solid line; left y axis) defined as FR. 0.5 in the column relative to the total number

of columns containing ice or mixed phase (dashed line; right y axis) according to the CloudNet categorization. Site

abbreviations are as in Fig. 3.
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temperature as we might have expected from Fig. 8. We can

only speculate why the FR is rather temperature independent.

One hypothesis is that the snowflakes grow to larger sizes when

falling closer to the 08C level, for example, due to increasing

sticking efficiency (Lamb and Verlinde 2011). Larger snow-

flakes might also need a much larger amount of SLW to reach

the same FR as compared to smaller aggregates further up in

the cloud. The variability of the FR for the different sites is

again very similar to what we found for the seasonal depen-

dence (Fig. 6) with MHE and SOD showing lower extreme FR

as compared to JUE and LIN.

As mentioned in the introduction, the number of aerosols is

also expected to play a key role for riming. In a more polluted

environment, we would in general expect the liquid water to be

distributed over a larger number of smaller sized drops. As the

efficiency of riming is strongly decreasing with smaller drop

size (Wang and Ji 2000), one would expect less riming in re-

gions with high aerosol loading. Only very few observational

studies exist, which investigated this effect. Borys et al. (2003)

studied two case studies of orographic snowfall with combined

in situ and remote sensing observations [riming was quantified

using the approach by Mosimann (1995)]. The two cases had

similar liquid water contents but very different aerosol loading.

The supercooled drop spectra showed the expected difference

in size distribution and riming was found to be inhibited for

the polluted case. Although we did not include any detailed

aerosol measurements for this analysis, we can generally assume

the aerosol loading for MHE to be substantially lower as com-

pared to JUE. In fact, the location of MHE site was specifically

chosen to providemeasurementwith very limited anthropogenic

influence (O’Connor et al. 2008). However, neither riming fre-

quency nor FR show the expected enhancement for MHE.

FIG. 7. Frequency of ice or mixed-phase clouds according to the

Cloudnet categorization relative to the total number of observa-

tions (including clear-sky boxes) for 18C temperature bins and the

four different sites: JUE (red), LIN (green), MHE (blue), and

SOD (black).

FIG. 6. Seasonal variability of observed rime mass fraction for the different sites. Site abbreviations are as in

Fig. 3. The definition of box and whiskers are as in Fig. 4. Note that the minimum (maximum) rime mass fraction in

the retrieval is limited to 0.5 (0.86).
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On the contrary, the results shown in Figs. 5 and 6 indicate

rather the opposite, a lower frequency and FR for MHE as

compared to JUE or LIN. As pointed out by Lohmann et al.

(2003), the shape of the ice particles plays a crucial role for the

riming process. In their simulation study, Lohmann et al.

(2003) found for a tenfold increase in aerosol concentration an

increase of snow on the ground by 40% when assuming ag-

gregates but a 30% decrease for planar crystals. This might

explain some of the discrepancy between the results in

Borys et al. (2003) and our study. The snow falling from the

two low level clouds in Borys et al. (2003) where mostly

planar dendrites. For our statistics at the midlatitude sites,

the majority of detected riming cases is connected to deep

frontal clouds. In the temperature regime, where we find

riming to be most frequent (increasing from2128 to 08C), we

also expect aggregates to be the dominant particle types.

According to Lohmann et al. (2003), a larger number of su-

percooled drops accrete on aggregates for higher aerosol

concentrations, which could at least partly explain lower

riming at MHE compared to JUE and LIN. Certainly, more

combined observational studies of collocated aerosol and

cloud property measurements including different cloud re-

gimes are needed in order to better understand the aerosol

influence on riming.

4. Summary and conclusions

In this study, we revisited a previously published relation

between the rime mass fraction (FR) and the mean Doppler

velocity (MDV) measured by ground-based, vertically point-

ing radar. Relations between FR and mean Doppler velocity

applicable to X-, Ka-, and W-band measurements have been

derived using a large dataset of in situ snow measurements

from Finland. Our relation compares well with the original

FIG. 9. Dependence of rimemass fraction on temperature for the different sites. Site abbreviations are as in Fig. 3.

The definition of box and whiskers are as in Fig. 4. Note that the minimum (maximum) rime mass fraction in the

retrieval is limited to 0.5 (0.86).

FIG. 8. Frequency of riming defined as FR . 0.5 for each tem-

perature bin relative to the total number of boxes containing ice or

mixed phase according to the CloudNet categorization. Color

coding and site abbreviations are as in Fig. 7.
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relation, which was based on a much smaller amount of data

and which was only applicable to X-band radars.

The new riming relation has been applied to CloudNet

products generated with multiyear radar datasets from four

European sites covering Germany, Ireland, and northern

Finland (Arctic) representing different climatic and aerosol

conditions. As the method relies on a realistic estimate of the

terminal fall velocity of the ice particles measured by a radar,

several filtering steps have been applied in order to minimize

disturbing effects due to turbulence and gravity waves. In ad-

dition, convective cases have been widely eliminated as their

up- and downdrafts can deteriorate the estimates of FR.

The terminal velocities of unrimed ice and snow particles at

surface pressure conditions are usually reaching a saturation

value of around 1m s21. Hence, Doppler velocities up to this

value cannot be used to derive FR. We therefore limited our

analysis to Doppler velocities larger than 1.4m s21, which

corresponds to a FR of 0.5 and which we can reliably relate to

moderately rimed particles.

We investigated the relative frequency as well as the distri-

bution of FR for different months and as function of in-cloud

temperature for all sites. The seasonal variability of the riming

frequency is in a similar range as the variation found for dif-

ferent sites. Considering an atmospheric column which con-

tains ice or mixed-phase cloud, we find the likelihood for FR to

exceed 0.5 to range between 1% and 8%. The median FR for

different months and sites is also surprisingly similar and

ranges between 0.5 and 0.6. The twoGerman sites show overall

the largest extreme values of FR. If at all recognizable, the

correlation between riming frequency and FR is very weak.

We found the most surprising signature when we analyzed

the frequency of riming as function of cloud temperature

(Fig. 8). The frequency of riming steeply increases for all sites

at temperatures larger than 2128C. The largest frequency of

riming is found close to 08C with values ranging between 6%

for the Arctic site and 9%–14% for the midlatitude sites. It

appears to be very likely that the temperature dependence of

riming frequency is connected to the strong increase of the

amount of SLW and/or larger droplet sizes found in previous

observational and modeling studies for temperatures larger

than2128C. If this link can be confirmed by future studies, our

statistical approach to determine riming frequency and FR

using cloud radars could also be used to derive information on

the probability of aircraft icing conditions. Although the SLW

itself is problematic to directly detect by radar, it is closely

connected to the presence of a riming signature and can thus be

reliably detected at many sites.

However, the nonexisting temperature dependence of FR

(Fig. 9) is a result that we are unable to explain at the moment.

We imagine that the general increase of aggregation and

therefore also snowflake size toward the freezing level might

compensate the increasingly available SLW. Larger snowflakes

will simply need more SLW to reach the same FR as smaller

aggregates which might explain the overall similar FR within

08 and 2108C.

Although the statistics in this study are lacking sufficient

information on aerosols, we find for the cleaner environment at

MHE less riming than for the two continental and more

polluted sites (JUE andLIN). This seems to be in contradiction

to previous case studies (Borys et al. 2003), where larger

aerosol concentrations caused a larger number of smaller sized

supercooled drops, which seemed to inhibit riming. We hy-

pothesize that the high sensitivity of riming to ice particle

shape might at least partly explain this discrepancy, which

seems to be confirmed by simulation studies (Lohmann et al.

2003; Lohmann 2004). A further development of previous

laboratory studies (Lew et al. 1986;Wang and Ji 2000) and field

experiments appears to be highly necessary in order to better

understand the impact of ice particle properties, liquid droplet

size, and aerosols on riming. An improved understanding of

riming is particularly relevant for convective clouds where

rimed particles are often the precursor of hail.

We expect our statistics of frequency of riming and rime

mass fraction to be valuable for evaluating and further de-

veloping riming parameterizations in models. Examples for

such developments have been given in Lin et al. (2011) for

bulk models. New modeling approaches, such as the new

predicted particle properties (P3; Morrison and Milbrandt

2015) scheme, provide in particular substantial improvements

regarding rimed particles. Their prediction of riming related

variables, such as rime mass, will allow to compare directly

retrieved quantities as FR with model output. In addition,

Lagrangian superparticle models (Brdar and Seifert 2018;

Seifert et al. 2019) provide the evolution of rimed particles in

high detail, which opens up new opportunities to compare

with observations.

Also, new observational capabilities, such as the upcoming

EarthCARE mission (Illingworth et al. 2015) with its first

W-band Doppler radar in space will provide unprecedented

opportunities to investigate riming on a global scale in addition

to the long-term observations of ground-based sites. Ground-

based observatories should also further explore synergies of

multifrequency radar approaches, Dopplermeasurements, and

polarimetry for quantifying riming over the entire range of

observed FR and to also develop approaches how riming can

better retrieved in convective clouds.
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